Guidelines for your presentation

To comply with AAP rules, please review the attached AAP Slide Policy and make sure that your handouts adhere to the following AAP guidelines

Include a disclosure statement on the slide immediately following your title slide (must be the second slide in your presentation). Your disclosure statement should include the pertinent information found in the attached Slide/Syllabus Material Policies from the AAP. For example, if you do not have a conflict of interest, etc. your disclosure statement can read as follows:

“I have no relevant financial relationships with the manufacturer(s) of any commercial product(s) and/or provider(s) of commercial services discussed in this CME activity, I do not intend to discuss an unapproved/investigative use of a commercial product/device in our presentation.”

Following the guidelines above ensures the North Carolina Chapter meets all CME requirements to continue providing CME credit for attendees of educational activities.

You MUST have permission to use photos of children. If not, their eyes must be blacked out.

You may not use any graphs, table, images, articles, logos, etc. without permission from the source or copyright permission. You can provide a reference to the source in the handout rather than showing the actual image. The AAP simply needs to know that copyright permission was obtained (they do not currently ask for the formal written permission that the faculty member received) and also want to ensure that content is cited appropriately on the handout. Submit your presentation with disclosure slide via email or in the submission form below.